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Harry Potter: Houses Of Hogwarts: A
Cinematic Guide
Celebrate twenty years of cinematic magic imagining your first year
at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Packed with fun
activities and pictures from the eight Harry Potter films, including
an 8-page fold-out Hogwarts Diary and full-page character posters.
Anything can happen at Hogwarts!
The official playscript of the original West End production of Harry
Potter and the Cursed Child. It was always difficult being Harry
Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is an overworked employee
of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and father of three school-age
children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where
it belongs, his youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight of a
family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously,
both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth: sometimes,
darkness comes from unexpected places. The playscript for Harry
Potter and the Cursed Child was originally released as a 'special
rehearsal edition' alongside the opening of Jack Thorne's play in
London's West End in summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K.
Rowling, John Tiffany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to rapturous
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reviews from theatregoers and critics alike, while the official
playscript became an immediate global bestseller. This revised
paperback edition updates the 'special rehearsal edition' with the
conclusive and final dialogue from the play, which has subtly changed
since its rehearsals, as well as a conversation piece between
director John Tiffany and writer Jack Thorne, who share stories and
insights about reading playscripts. This edition also includes useful
background information including the Potter family tree and a
timeline of events from the wizarding world prior to the beginning of
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
Harry Potter: Houses of Hogwarts: A Cinematic GuideScholastic UK
Packed with prompts, pages for doodling, and guided lists of favorite
movie moments, this guided journal includes information about house
history, accomplishments, and profiles of famous alums. Tear-out
activity pages to share make this journal a magical must-have.
Illustrations. 5 1/2 x 8 5/16. Consumable.
Harry Potter Slytherin Houses at Hogwarts School Writing Workbook for
Teens and Children Daily Creative Writing College Ruled Pages Book 7.
5 X 9. 25 Inches 110 Pages
Before the Batman: An Original Movie Novel (The Batman Movie)
Slade House
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
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Harry Potter: All About the Hogwarts Houses
Harry Potter-Hogwarts Houses Tin Candle Set (Set Of 4)

Whether Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff, or Slytherin, show your house pride with this
deluxe coaster book celebrating the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. This
one-of-a-kind gift book features profiles of each of the houses of Hogwarts, plus a set of
five deluxe 3-1/2 x 3-1/2" wooden coasters. Each elegantly designed spread is devoted to
one of the houses, with a fifth on Hogwarts itself, and each contains a removable house
pride coaster. The embedded coasters in this set are magnetic, giving them dual purpose
for both functionality and décor, and make a perfect gift for Harry Potter fans and
collectors.
The essential film companion for Newt Scamander! Relive the magic of Newt's world with
this hardback guidebook featuring your favourite scenes and quotes from Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them.
The essential film companion for the HOUSES OF HOGWARTS! Learn all about the four
houses of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry: Gryffindor, Ravenclaw,
Hufflepuff and Slytherin, and the students and professors who represent each house.
Relive the magic of Harry's world with this guidebook featuring your favourite scenes
and quotes from all eight Harry Potter movies!
Ethnocentrism—our tendency to partition the human world into in-groups and outPage 3/24
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groups—pervades societies around the world. Surprisingly, though, few scholars have
explored its role in political life. Donald Kinder and Cindy Kam fill this gap with Us
Against Them, their definitive explanation of how ethnocentrism shapes American public
opinion. Arguing that humans are broadly predisposed to ethnocentrism, Kinder and
Kam explore its impact on our attitudes toward an array of issues, including the war on
terror, humanitarian assistance, immigration, the sanctity of marriage, and the reform of
social programs. The authors ground their study in previous theories from a wide range
of disciplines, establishing a new framework for understanding what ethnocentrism is
and how it becomes politically consequential. They also marshal a vast trove of survey
evidence to identify the conditions under which ethnocentrism shapes public opinion.
While ethnocentrism is widespread in the United States, the authors demonstrate that its
political relevance depends on circumstance. Exploring the implications of these findings
for political knowledge, cosmopolitanism, and societies outside the United States, Kinder
and Kam add a new dimension to our understanding of how democracy functions.
Harry Potter: The Complete Collection (1-7)
Harry Potter: Gryffindor House Pride: The Official Coloring Book
Good Omens
Ethnocentric Foundations of American Opinion
(Gifts Books for Harry Potter Fans, Adult Coloring Books)
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Heraldry and Medieval Animal Symbolism in "Harry Potter"
This powerful collection of favorite movie moments is readers' gateway to the most
empowering witches of our age!
Seminar paper from the year 2018 in the subject English Language and Literature
Studies - Literature, grade: 2,0, http://www.uni-jena.de/ (Anglistik), course: Animals in
Medieval Literature and Beyond, language: English, abstract: Now each of these four
founders formed their own house, for each did value different virtues in the ones they
had to teach. By Gryffindor the bravest were prized far beyond the rest; For Ravenclaw,
the cleverest would always be the best; For Hufflepuff, hard workers were most worthy of
admission; And power-hungry Slytherin loved those of great ambition. (Rowling 2000).
This quotation from one of the Harry Potter books by J.K. Rowling introduces us to the
four houses of the famous wizard world: Gryffindor depicting a lion on its coat of arms,
Ravenclaw an eagle, Hufflepuff a badger, and Slytherin a snake. That animals play an
important part in the wizard world of Harry Potter is nothing new; there are owls, wolves,
and unicorns throughout the book series. There are also creatures from Roman–Greek
mythology, such as Fluffy, the three-headed dog. Furthermore, one even finds
human–animal creatures and animal totems called “Patronus” which demonstrate the
blurred lines between humans and animals—a phenomenon that was feared in the
Middle Ages but apparently not in the wizard world imagined by Rowling (Salisbury
1994; Ravagli 20102).
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Makes a wonderful notebook to draw, write, journal, take notes, make lists, and much
more creativity! There is plenty of room inside for drawing, writing notes, journaling,
doodling, list making, creative writing, school notes, and capturing ideas. It can be used
as a notebook, journal, diary, or composition book. This paperback notebook is 7.5 x
9.25" with a soft, glossy cover and has 110 wide ruled pages. Perfect for all ages -- kids
or adults! Wonderful as a gift, present, or personal notebook! About this notebook: 110
blank lined white pages Duo sided wide ruled sheets Perfect for architects, artists, and
any drawing activities Perfect size at 7.5 x 9.25 inches Scroll up and click 'buy' to grab
one today!
"Lucy Kilgore has her bags packed for her escape from her rural Tennessee upbringing,
but a drunken mistake forever tethers her to the town and one of its least-admired
residents, Jeptha Taylor, who becomes the father of her child. Together, these two
young people work to form a family, though neither has any idea how to accomplish that,
and the odds are against them in a place with little to offer other than bluegrass music,
tobacco fields, and a Walmart full of beer and firearms for the hunting season. Their path
is harrowing, but Lucy and Jeptha are characters to love, and readers will root for their
success in a novel so riveting that no one will want to turn out the light until they know
whether this family will survive." -Harry Potter Hogwarts Coaster Book
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (Minalima Edition)
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Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Fantastic Beasts: the Crimes of Grindelwald - the Original Screenplay
Kiss & Tell
Cinematic Guide
When Harry Potter is left on a doorstep as a baby, he has no idea he is the Boy Who Lived, or that
he is famous throughout the wizarding world. Years later, he is astonished to receive an
acceptance letter to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry and he is soon whisked off on a
magical adventure like no other. Join Harry and his fiercely loyal friends, Hermione and Ron, in
this story about the power of truth, love and hope. Having become classics of our time, the Harry
Potter eBooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope, belonging
and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight
generations of new readers.
The Wizarding World journey continues . . . The powerful Dark wizard Gellert Grindelwald was
captured in New York with the help of Newt Scamander. But, making good on his threat,
Grindelwald escapes custody and sets about gathering followers, most of whom are unsuspecting
of his true agenda: to raise pure-blood wizards up to rule over all non-magical beings. In an effort
to thwart Grindelwald's plans, Albus Dumbledore enlists Newt, his former Hogwarts student, who
agrees to help once again, unaware of the dangers that lie ahead. Lines are drawn as love and
loyalty are tested, even among the truest friends and family, in an increasingly divided wizarding
world. Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald is the second screenplay in a five-film series
to be written by J.K. Rowling, author of the internationally bestselling Harry Potter books. Set in
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1927, a few months after the events of Fantastic Beasts and Where To Find Them, and moving
from New York to London, Paris and even back to Hogwarts, this story of mystery and magic
reveals an extraordinary new chapter in the wizarding world. Illustrated with stunning line art
from MinaLima with some surprising nods to the Harry Potter stories that will delight fans of
both the books and films.
Bursting with beautiful illustrations to color, Harry Potter: The Official Hufflepuff Coloring Book
is a must-have coloring book for members of this house and fans of the magical film series. Grab
your colored pencils—it's time for coloring wizardry! Show your house pride with intricate all-new
artwork of characters, iconic objects, and magical places from the Harry Potter films, all themed
to house Hufflepuff. Featuring important house moments from the Triwizard Tournament, Yule
Ball, feasts, and so much more, this coloring book is jam-packed with special designs and scenes
every loyal Hufflepuff will love. GORGEOUSLY INTRICATE: 64 pages of intricate designs,
perfect for hours of coloring relaxation and creativity BELOVED CHARACTERS: Includes allnew artwork of beloved Hufflepuffs, including Cedric Diggory, Nymphadora Tonks, Pomona
Sprout, and more COLLECT ALL HOGWARTS HOUSES: Collect all four official Harry Potter
Coloring Books: Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff OFFICIAL WIZARDING
WORLD COLORING BOOK: Created in collaboration with the studio behind the Harry Potter
films 20th ANNIVERSARY: Released to coincide with the 20th anniversary celebration of the first
Harry Potter film.
A celebration of the meaning and comfort printed books bring to our homes and lives, from the
curation and design experts at Juniper Books. Explore the significance of the home library,
embellished with alluring photography and illustrations, in a keepsake worthy of any bibliophile’s
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collection. For the Love of Books shares the vision of Juniper Books, a business that embraces the
roles that books fulfill in our lives and their staying power. It recounts the history of books and
private libraries, and champions the resilience of books in the digital era. Dive into the nuances
that define books for reading, books for decoration, and books for inspiration. Instructive
chapters provide useful details for creating and curating one’s own home library, whether it be a
single shelf or multiple rooms each with their own collection. You will never look at your
bookshelves the same way again. For the Love of Books is about storytelling beyond the pages of
our favorite books. Our books—the ones we choose to keep—tell the story of who we are. They
remind us who we once were and who we aspire to be. Thatcher Wine founded Juniper Books in
2001. The company creates custom libraries and has perfected the art of turning books inside out
to allow for books to tell stories not just to us, but about us. Working with booklovers,
homeowners, and designers, Juniper Books has provided the world with a fresh new approach to
the printed book. Thatcher grew up in New York City where his parents owned and operated The
Quilted Giraffe, one of the most innovative restaurants in America. Thatcher graduated from
Dartmouth College with a degree in history and art history and lives in Boulder, Colorado.
Elizabeth Lane is the founder of Quarterlane, a quarterly subscription book service which merged
with Juniper Books in 2018. She is also the book buyer for her local independent bookstore,
Partners Village Store and Kitchen in Westport, Massachusetts. Prior to working in books,
Elizabeth worked in contemporary visual art—in galleries, nonprofit initiatives and museums in
New York, Austin, and Chicago. Elizabeth graduated from Davidson College with a degree in art
history and received her masters degree from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Set of 5 Collectible Coasters
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With Exclusive Percy Weasley Minifigure and Sorting Hat Piece
A Novel
LEGO Harry Potter A Spellbinding Guide to Hogwarts Houses
LEGO Harry Potter Holidays at Hogwarts
MuggleNet's Ultimate Guide to Who's Who in the Realm of Wizards and Witches

Go on a spellbinding visual journey through the Hogwarts houses! Delve into
the world of the four Hogwarts school houses - Gryffindor, Slytherin,
Hufflepuff, and Ravenclaw - in this enchanting guide featuring recent LEGO®
Harry PotterTM sets and minifigures. Learn all about the Sorting Ceremony,
when each young witch and wizard is put in the house they naturally belong
to. Find out about the four founders of Hogwarts and the personality traits
associated with each house's students. From Ron Weasley to Draco Malfoy,
learn which house your favourite LEGO Harry Potter minifigures are in, and
discover fun facts about students, teachers, creatures, and locations.
Explore the school's magical classrooms, the cosy Gryffindor common room,
and the Great Hall with its house tables. Plus, join students for a game of
Quidditch. © & TM Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR.
(s22). ©2022 The LEGO Group
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil
Gaiman and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring Michael
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Sheen and David Tennant. ?Season 2 of Good Omens coming soon! “Good
Omens . . . is something like what would have happened if Thomas Pynchon,
Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness
in the plotting and chunks of very good writing and characterization. It’s a
wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your pick.”
—Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes
Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of prophecies,
written in 1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next
Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are
amassing, Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything
appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy
angel and a fast-living demon—both of whom have lived amongst Earth's
mortals since The Beginning and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are
not actually looking forward to the coming Rapture. And someone seems to
have misplaced the Antichrist . . .
The Essential Film Companion for HARRY POTTER! On his eleventh birthday,
Harry Potter received the best gift he could possibly imagine: learning he is
a wizard who's been invited to attend Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry! Relive Harry's thrilling adventure through all eight HARRY POTTER
films: from his first trip to Diagon Alley to his epic battles with the Dark Lord,
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Voldemort. Packed with memorable quotes and photos, this book has
everything you need to know about the Boy Who Lived.
Discover everything you need to know about the four Houses of Hogwarts in
this awesome official activity book! Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw and
Hufflepuff- together, these are the four Houses of Hogwarts. As Professor
McGonagall says in the first film, "Now while you're here, your House will be
like your family." With two sheets of stickers, this fantastic Harry Potter
activity book is a must-have for fans. It features stunning, eye-catching
momentsfrom throughout the films in an all-new art style. Colour in and test
your knowledge on the Wizarding World Features beloved characters and
magical moments from the films Perfect for fans old and new.
All about the Hogwarts Houses (Harry Potter)
Holding on to Nothing
Harry Potter
Harry Potter--Hogwarts Houses Glass Votive Candle Set (Set of 4) - SCS
Direct
Notebook
Harry Potter-Hogwarts Houses File Folder Set (Set Of 12)
Before The Batman™: An Original Movie Novel—An exciting new story inspired by
the all-new motion picture The Batman! Warner Bros.’s The Batman now in
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theaters, bringing with it all the adventure and action of one of the most popular
Super Heroes in the world. We all know that billionaire Bruce Wayne is secretly
Gotham City’s vigilante detective and protector, The Batman—but what road led
him there? Find out in Before The Batman: An Original Movie Novel, which
includes an exciting original story of Bruce Wayne's early adventures on his way to
becoming The Batman!
Magic abounds in this tall, deluxe pop-up carousel that brings Hogwarts School to
life! Open the book and then tie the covers together with the purple ribbons for an
impressive permanent carousel in your child's room or fold it back up for easy
reshelving. Children will adore identifying rooms and objects they remember from
the beloved Harry Potter series, with plenty of flaps to lift and tabs to slide to
unveil the ghosts and things that go bump in the night. You can even see where
Harry Potter sleeps, and lift the lid of the trunk at the end of his bed! The carousel
also features a sheet of punch-out cardboard characters from Severus Snape to
Hagrid, so imaginative youngsters can move them around the school.
--amazon.com.
A stunning new edition of J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets,
with beautiful full color illustrations and eight interactive paper craft elements
featuring the Whomping Willow, the Weasleys' Burrow, and more. A gift to be
treasured by Harry Potter fans and book lovers of all ages! Prepare to be dazzled
by this new edition of J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets,
designed and illustrated by MinaLima. With over 150 full-color illustrations and
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eight exclusive, interactive paper craft elements, readers will travel via the Floo
Network, watch out for the Whomping Willow, reveal the spiral staircase to
Dumbledore's office, pull Mandrakes from their pots, and more. This keepsake
edition is the perfect gift for Harry Potter fans of all ages, a beautiful addition to
any collector's bookshelf, and an enchanting way to introduce this beloved series
to a new generation of readers.
"Kiss & Tell is a total rush! Perfectly sweet and swoon worthy. I loved every page!"
– Julie Murphy, New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin’ A smart, sexy YA
novel about a boy band star, his first breakup, his first rebound, and what it means
to be queer in the public eye, from award-winning author Adib Khorram Hunter
never expected to be a boy band star, but, well, here he is. He and his band Kiss &
Tell are on their first major tour of North America, playing arenas all over the
United States and Canada (and getting covered by the gossipy press all over North
America as well). Hunter is the only gay member of the band, and he just had a
very painful breakup with his first boyfriend--leaked sexts, public heartbreak, and
all--and now everyone expects him to play the perfect queer role model for teens.
But Hunter isn't really sure what being the perfect queer kid even means. Does it
mean dressing up in whatever The Label tells him to wear for photo shoots and
pretending never to have sex? (Unfortunately, yes.) Does it mean finding
community among the queer kids at the meet-and-greets after K&T's shows?
(Fortunately, yes.) Does it include a new relationship with Kaivan, the drummer
for the band opening for K&T on tour? (He hopes so.) But when The Label finds
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out about Hunter and Kaivan, it spells trouble—for their relationship, for the
perfect gay boy Hunter plays for the cameras, and, most importantly, for Hunter
himself.
Harry Potter: Houses of Hogwarts: A Cinematic Guide
Houses of Hogwarts
Us Against Them
The Unofficial Harry Potter Character Compendium
Calling All Witches! The Girls Who Left Their Mark on the Wizarding World (Harry
Potter and Fantastic Beasts)
Explore the magic of holidays at Hogwarts! Features Harry Potter
minifigure in Yule Ball robes. Enter the festive world of LEGO® Harry
Potter(tm) and visit Hogwarts for a spellbinding winter holiday.
Celebrate the season with your favorite LEGO Harry Potter minifigures
and join them for a feast in the Great Hall. Admire the castle's
decorations and get ready to hit the dance floor at the Yule Ball.
Head to the Gryffindor common room to play a game of wizard chess,
warm up in front of a roaring log fire, and join Harry as he exchanges
gifts with friends. Sprinkled with festive scenes and the latest LEGO
Advent Calendars, sets, and minifigures, this is the perfect gift for
young LEGO Harry Potter fans. LEGO Harry Potter: Holidays At Hogwarts
comes with a Harry Potter minifigure in Yule Ball robes. © & (tm)
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s20). ©2020
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The LEGO Group.
The bestselling author of The Dante Club takes us deep into a shadowy
era in publishing ruled by a forgotten class of criminals A golden age
of publishing on the verge of collapse. For a hundred years, loose
copyright laws and a hungry reading public created a unique
opportunity: Books could be published without an author's permission
with extraordinary ease. Authors gained fame but suffered
financially?Charles Dickens, Mark Twain, Robert Louis Stevenson, to
name a few?but publishers reaped enormous profits while readers got
their books on the cheap. The literary pirates who stalked the
harbors, coffeehouses, and printer shops for the latest manuscript to
steal were known as bookaneers. Yet on the eve of the twentieth
century, a new international treaty is signed to protect authors and
grind this literary underground to a sharp halt. The bookaneers, of
course, would become extinct. In The Last Bookaneer, Matthew Pearl
gives us a historical novel set inside the lost world of these doomed
outlaws and the incredible heist that brought their era to a close. On
the island of Samoa, a dying Robert Louis Stevenson labors over a new
novel. The thought of one last book from the great author fires the
imaginations of the bookaneers, and soon two adversaries?the gallant
Pen Davenport and the monstrous Belial?set out for the south Pacific
island. Pen Davenport?a tortured criminal genius haunted by his
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past?is reluctantly accompanied by Fergins, the narrator of our story,
who has lived a quiet life of bookselling before being whisked across
the world on his friend's final caper. Fergins soon discovers the
supreme thrill of aiding Davenport in his quest: to steal Stevenson's
manuscript and make a fortune before the new treaty ends the
bookaneers' trade forever. Yet Samoa holds many secrets of its own,
and the duo's bookish concerns clash with the island's violent
destiny. A colonial war is afoot between the British, American, and
German powers; even as Stevenson himself quietly supports native
revolutionaries from high in his mountain compound. Soon Pen and
Fergins are embroiled in a conflict larger, perhaps, than literature
itself. Illuminating the heroics of the bookaneers even while
conjuring Stevenson himself to breathtaking life, Pearl's The Last
Bookaneer is a pageturning journey to the dark heart of a forgotten
literary era.
Discover everything you need to know about the four Houses of Hogwarts
in this awesome activity book, perfect for young Harry Potter fans.
Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff--together, these are
the four Houses of Hogwarts. As Professor McGonagall says in the first
film, Now while you're here, your House will be like your family.
Discover everything you need to know about the Hogwarts Houses in this
epic activity book with two sheets of stickers. With easy-to-read
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sentences and gorgeous new art, this paperback is sure to be loved by
longtime Harry Potter fans and emerging readers alike. This is a great
primer for a younger fan just entering the Wizarding World fandom and
is also an excellent collector's piece!
Go on a spellbinding visual journey through the Hogwarts houses! Delve
into the world of the four Hogwarts school houses - Gryffindor,
Slytherin, Hufflepuff, and Ravenclaw - in this enchanting guide
featuring recent LEGO® Harry PotterTM sets and minifigures. Learn all
about the Sorting Ceremony, when each young witch and wizard is put in
the house they naturally belong to. Find out about the four founders
of Hogwarts and the personality traits associated with each house's
students. From Ron Weasley to Draco Malfoy, learn which house your
favorite LEGO Harry Potter minifigures are in, and discover fun facts
about students, teachers, creatures, and locations. Explore the
school's magical classrooms, cozy common rooms, and the Great Hall
with its house tables. Join students for flying lessons and a game of
Quidditch, and see who wins the House Cup. © & TM Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s21). ©2021 The LEGO
Group
The Last Bookaneer
For the Love of Books
LEGO Harry Potter a Spellbinding Guide to Hogwarts Houses
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Designing and Curating a Home Library
Hogwarts School : a Magical 3-D Carousel Pop-up
Hogwarts: A Cinematic Yearbook 20th Anniversary Edition

Learn all about the four houses of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry:
Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff, and Slytherin, and the students and
professors who represent each house. Relive the magic of Harry's world with
this hardcover guidebook featuring your favorite scenes and quotes from all
eight Harry Potter movies.
Bursting with beautiful illustrations to color, Harry Potter: Gryffindor House
Pride: The Official Coloring Book is a must-have coloring book for members of
this house and fans of the magical film series. Grab your colored pencils̶it's
time for coloring wizardry! Show your house pride with intricate, all-new
artwork of characters, iconic objects, and magical places from the Harry Potter
films, all themed to house Gryffindor. Featuring important house moments
from the Sorting Ceremony, Quidditch matches, Yule Ball, feasts, and so much
more, this coloring book is jam-packed with special designs and scenes every
brave Gryffindor will love. GORGEOUSLY INTRICATE: 64 pages of intricate
designs, perfect for hours of coloring relaxation and creativity BELOVED
CHARACTERS: Includes all-new artwork of beloved Gryffindors, including Harry
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Potter, Hermione Granger, Albus Dumbledore, and more COLLECT ALL
HOGWARTS HOUSES: Collect all four official Harry Potter Coloring Books:
Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff OFFICIAL WIZARDING WORLD
COLORING BOOK: Created in collaboration with the studio behind the Harry
Potter films 20th ANNIVERSARY: Released to coincide with the 20th anniversary
celebration of the first Harry Potter film.
'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test
the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'
The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over
seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he
will win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its
selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup
picks out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with
the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through alive! Having become classics of our time, the Harry Potter eBooks never fail to
bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope, belonging and the
enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to
delight generations of new readers.
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Explore the brave house of Gryffindor with this collectible tiny art book
featuring facts and art from the Harry Potter films. Go behind the scenes of the
beloved Harry Potter films and discover all things Gryffindor! Meet famous
students and staff, explore key locations like the Gryffindor Common Room,
and learn everything there is to know about the house known for its bravery,
nerve, and chivalry. One of a new line of collectible pocket-size art books on the
Harry Potter films, this book about Gryffindor house features exciting artwork
and behind-the-scenes facts in a fun, readable miniature size. Fans can choose
their favorites or collect them all!
Harry Potter: Hufflepuff House Pride: The Official Coloring Book
With Exclusive Percy Weasley Minifigure
With LEGO Harry Potter Minifigure in Yule Ball Robes
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them: Cinematic Guide: Newt Scamander
Do Not Feed Out
Cinematic Guide: Harry Potter
Hogwarts Houses, Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, Slytherin, Harry Potter
Journal Notebook: Medium College Ruled Notebook, 140 Page, Lined 8.5 X 11
This compendium showcases EVERY character ever mentioned in the
Harry Potter books, films and play: the good, the bad and the
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misunderstood. With more than 700 entries, this book is packed
from cover to cover! J.K. Rowling’s collection of mystical
multitudes is what makes the wizarding world so enchanting. To
dive into Harry’s story is to immerse yourself in the richness
of a magical universe filled with wizarding history, culture and
lore. A world of witches, wizards, owls, elves, non- magical
people, anti-non-magical-people people, folks who can talk to
snakes and snakes who used to be folks. There are mind-readers,
shape-shifters, centaurs, giants, ghosts (nearly headless and
fully formed) and one enormous, extremely ill- tempered tree.
This massive tome details every character created by J.K.
Rowling and appearing in the official Harry Potter canon of
books, movies and plays. Each entry highlights one character,
where you will find details of when the character was first
mentioned, appearance, wizard school, house, patronus, wand,
related family members, skills and achievements, personal
history and more. The Compendium also include genealogical
charts and family trees for the major characters, world maps
detailing important locations, homes and schools, as well as
charts detailing alliances between characters.
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The New York Times bestseller by the author of The Bone Clocks
and Cloud Atlas | Named One of the Best Books of the Year by San
Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Los Angeles Times, The Guardian, The
Telegraph, National Post, BookPage, and Kirkus Reviews Keep your
eyes peeled for a small black iron door. Down the road from a
working-class British pub, along the brick wall of a narrow
alley, if the conditions are exactly right, you’ll find the
entrance to Slade House. A stranger will greet you by name and
invite you inside. At first, you won’t want to leave. Later,
you’ll find that you can’t. Every nine years, the house’s
residents—an odd brother and sister—extend a unique invitation
to someone who’s different or lonely: a precocious teenager, a
recently divorced policeman, a shy college student. But what
really goes on inside Slade House? For those who find out, it’s
already too late. . . . Spanning five decades, from the last
days of the 1970s to the present, leaping genres, and barreling
toward an astonishing conclusion, this intricately woven novel
will pull you into a reality-warping new vision of the haunted
house story—as only David Mitchell could imagine it. Praise for
Slade House “A fiendish delight . . . Mitchell is something of a
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magician.”—The Washington Post “Entertainingly eerie . . . We
turn to [Mitchell] for brain-tickling puzzle palaces, for
character studies and for language.”—Chicago Tribune “A ripping
yarn . . . Like Shirley Jackson’s Hill House or the Overlook
Hotel from Stephen King’s The Shining, [Slade House] is a thin
sliver of hell designed to entrap the unwary. . . . As the
Mitchellverse grows ever more expansive and connected, this
short but powerful novel hints at still more marvels to
come.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Like Stephen King in a fever . .
. manically ingenious.”—The Guardian (U.K.) “A haunted house
story that savors of Dickens, Stephen King, J. K. Rowling and H.
P. Lovecraft, but possesses more psychic voltage than any of
them.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “Tightly crafted and suspenseful
yet warmly human . . . the ultimate spooky nursery tale for
adults.”—The Huffington Post
Harry Potter: Gryffindor (Tiny Book)
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - 25th Anniversary
Edition
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch
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